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ABSTRACT In the organism, quiescent epithelial cells have the potential to resume cycling as
a result of various stimuli, including wound healing or oxidative stress. Because quiescent
cells have a low polyamine level, resuming their growth requires an increase of their intracellular polyamine levels via de novo polyamine synthesis or their uptake from plasma. Another
alternative, explored here, is an intercellular exchange with polyamine-rich cycling cells via
gap junctions. We show that polyamines promote gap junction communication between proliferating cells by promoting dynamical microtubule plus ends at the cell periphery and thus
allow polyamine exchange between cells. In this way, cycling cells favor regrowth in adjacent
cells deprived of polyamines. In addition, intercellular interactions mediated by polyamines
can coordinate the translational response to oxidative stress through the formation of stress
granules. Some putative in vivo consequences of polyamine-mediated intercellular interactions are also discussed regarding cancer invasiveness and tissue regeneration.
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INTRODUCTION
Natural polyamines, that is, divalent putrescine, trivalent spermidine, and tetravalent spermine, are small cationic organic molecules
present in the millimolar range in mammalian cells and are necessary for cell proliferation (Tabor and Tabor, 1984; Thomas and
Thomas, 2001), in line with their higher concentration in cancer cells
compared with normal cells (Heby, 1981; Pegg, 2009). Polyamines,
as major counterions of negatively charged nucleic acids (RNA and
DNA to a lesser extent; Watanabe et al., 1991), exert their proliferative effect via the expression of growth-related genes (Celano et al.,
1989), the stimulation of protein synthesis (Nishimura et al., 2005;
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Landau et al., 2010), and more specifically the hypusination of eIF5A
(Jakus et al., 1993). Polyamines can either be transported from the
extracellular environment (Seiler et al., 1996) or directly produced in
cells by a complex set of enzymes devoted to their synthesis or
degradation (Casero and Pegg, 1993; Moinard et al., 2005). Their
intracellular concentration is regulated via an enzymatic feedback
involving in particular ornithine decarboxylase (ODC), the rate-limiting enzyme in the polyamine biosynthetic pathway, and antizime
(AZ), which negatively regulates ODC activity and thus the polyamine
content via finely tuned polyamine-dependent ribosomal frameshifting (Coffino, 2001).
Quiescent eukaryotic cells have significantly reduced ODC activity and lower intracellular polyamine concentration than their proliferating counterparts (Heby et al., 1973, 1975; Kramer et al., 2001).
The switch between quiescence and proliferation thus requires cells
to either resume polyamine synthesis or increase their active transport (Heby et al., 1973; Celano et al., 1988; Bello-Fernandez et al.,
1993; Satriano et al., 2001). However, an alternative pathway can
also be put forward for adherent cells: an exchange of polyamines
from cell to cell through gap junctions. This hypothesis makes sense
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Treatment (6 d)
Control (subconfluent)
DFMO (0.5 mM) + APCHA (100 μM)
(subconfluent)
DFMO (0.5 mM) + APCHA (100 μM) +
wash with Pu (60 μM) (24 h) (subconfluent)
DFMO (0.5 mM) + APCHA (100 μM) +
wash without Pu (24 h) (subconfluent)

Putrescine (fmol/cell ×10)

Spermidine (fmol/cell ×10)

Spermine (fmol/cell ×10)

1.4 ± 0.4

18.9 ± 0.6

12.6 ± 0.9

0.22 ± 0.2

5.7 ± 1.5

4.6 ± 1.2

4.8 ± 1.8

25.9 ± 1.1

9.3 ± 6.2

5.7 ± 0.36

<0.1

2.1 ± 0.1

Agmatine (0.5 mM) (subconfluent)

0.3 ± 0.13

<0.05

Agmatine (0.5 mM) + wash with Pu
(60 μM) (24 h) (subconfluent)

3.1 ± 1.4

22 ± 11

7.4 ± 2.4

5 ± 1.2

0.3 ± 0.1

3.5 ± 1.7

5.3 ± 1.3

DFMO (0.5 mM) + APCHA (100 μM)
(quiescent)

0.14 ± 0.09

4.2 ± 0.8

4.8 ± 2.7

Agmatine (0.5 mM) (quiescent)

0.22 ± 0.01

1.9 ± 0.4

6.1 ± 1.4

Control (quiescent)

TABLE 1: Intracellular polyamine concentration in NRK cells after indicated treatments.

if we consider the scarce presence of polyamines in plasma compared with the intracellular pool (being in the micromolar range for
extracellular putrescine and spermidine, the major polyamines in
plasma; Russell and Russell, 1975; Shipe et al., 1979; Kwon et al.,
2004; and in the millimolar range for intracellular spermidine and
spermine; Watanabe et al., 1991). In addition, due to their small size
(Veenstra, 1996)—only 88 Da for putrescine—and hydrophilic nature (Weber et al., 2004), polyamines satisfy all the requirements to
be transported from cell to cell via gap junctions. However, adherent cells are not necessarily connected through gap junction plaques
(Pepper et al., 1989; van Zoelen and Tertoolen, 1991). One factor
that favors the transport and maintenance of gap junction plaques
is the presence of microtubules at the cell/cell interface (Lauf et al.,
2002). Connexin proteins like Cx43 can directly interact with microtubules (Giepmans et al., 2001) or indirectly via the microtubule plus
end–binding protein EB1 (Shaw et al., 2007). In that respect, columnar quiescent cells mostly display stable microtubules, which are
bundled and aligned along the apical–basolateral axis (Bacallao
et al., 1989; Musch, 2004), leaving little chance for dynamical microtubules to interact at the cell/cell interface with gap junctions, if any,
whereas proliferating cells mostly display many dynamical microtubules at the cell/cell interface, a better configuration for gap junction maintenance and communication.
To address these points, we analyze the role played by polyamines
in microtubule dynamics in normal rat kidney cells (NRK cells) deprived of polyamines. We demonstrate that natural polyamines are
important for the proper maintenance of gap junction communications by their promotion of microtubule dynamics and that cycling
cells have the potential to resume the proliferation of neighboring
polyamine-depleted cells due to polyamine transfer through gap
junctions. We also consider two interesting consequences of the
exchange of polyamines among gap junction-connected cells. First,
we explore the putative coordinated response to stress among gap
junction–connected cells. Polyamines regulate the formation of
mRNA stress granules (Li et al., 2010), which participate in the reprogramming of the translational machinery during stress (Kedersha
et al., 2005; Arimoto et al., 2008; Chernov et al., 2009). A collective
translational response associated with stress granules may then take
place, provided that intercellular communications ensure a homogeneous distribution of polyamines in epithelia. Second, we con1530 | B. Desforges et al.

sider the role of the polyamine sharing via gap junctions during
wound healing. Indeed, both polyamines (McCormack et al., 1992,
1993; Witte and Barbul, 2003) and gap junction communications
(Gabbiani et al., 1978; Goliger and Paul, 1995; Qiu et al., 2003) play
a key role during wound healing. In particular, gap junction plaques
generally appear in the wounded area, whereas they are barely
present away from it (Spanakis et al., 1998; Desforges et al., 2011).
Finally, we advance some possible consequences of polyaminemediated intercellular signalization for normal or abnormal proliferative patterns in vivo, especially during wound healing, tissue regeneration, and cancer and for the global response of epithelia to
oxidative stress exposure.

RESULTS
We analyze the effect of intracellular polyamines on the cytoskeleton of NRK cells by using either difluoro-methylornithine (DFMO),
an inhibitor of ODC (Meyskens and Gerner, 1999), combined with
N-(3-aminopropyl)cyclohexylamine (APCHA), an inhibitor of spermine synthase (Beppu et al., 1995), or agmatine alone, the decarboxylation product of arginine (Lortie et al., 1996), which inhibits
polyamine synthesis (Satriano et al., 1998). Long treatments (6 d)
were necessary to decrease significantly all polyamine levels (Table 1)
and especially the trivalent spermidine and tetravalent spermine
levels, which promote microtubule assembly (Mechulam et al., 2009;
Savarin et al., 2010). Such treatments are cytostatic, as NRK cells
were arrested but resumed growing after polyamine supplementation. During this transition, global gene expression is modified, and
this accounts most probably for the results when comparing
polyamine-depleted cell and proliferating cells.

Polyamines organize the cell cytoskeleton
In agreement with previous reports (McCormack et al., 1999; Ray
et al., 2003), intracellular polyamine depletion led to the appearance
of large actin stress fibers at the cell cortex (Figure 1A), along with a
flattened shape of subconfluent cells (Supplemental Figure S1A).
Cells also displayed reduced microtubule extensions toward the
cell/cell interface (Figure 1A). In agreement with this, the number of
growing microtubule plus ends reaching the cell/cell interface is significantly reduced after polyamine depletion (Figure 1B and Supplemental Figure S2). Addition of putrescine to the culture medium of
Molecular Biology of the Cell

FIGURE 1: Polyamine depletion in NRK cells leads to the presence of thick actin stress fibers and limited extensions of
the microtubule network at the cell cortex. (A) NRK cells were untreated or treated with 0.5 mM DFMO and 100 μM
APCHA or 500 μM agmatine for 6 d and supplemented or not with 60 μM putrescine (Pu) during the following day (see
Materials and Methods). Both DFMO/APCHA and agmatine treatments induced the appearance of stress fibers at the
cell cortex (arrows), which were no longer observed after putrescine supplementation. In addition, as shown in
higher-magnification images, microtubule extensions toward cell/cell interface were scarce after DFMO/APCHA and
agmatine treatments and recovered after putrescine supplementation. Scale bar, 15 μm. (B) After indicated treatments,
NRK cells were labeled with anti-EB1 to detect the growing microtubule plus ends. Phase contrast microscopy was used
to observe the cell/cell interface (top; scale bar, 10 μm). The higher-magnification images show that DFMO/APCHAtreated cells displayed fewer EB1 comets at the cell/cell interface compared with control. Merge image: EB1 (red) and
inverted phase microscopy image (green). Statistical analysis of the number of EB1 comets reaching the cell/cell
interface per micrometer, as described in Supplemental Figure S2 (bottom). Results are mean ± SD obtained on five
different samples. *p < 0.05 by t test. n.s., not significant.

polyamine-depleted cells led to the replenishment of intracellular
polyamine pool (Table 1) and the restoration of normal microtubule
extensions (Figure 1, A and B). To demonstrate that this recovery
was specific to natural polyamines and not due to an electrostatic
effect on cell adhesion or cell membrane, we added divalent agmatine instead of divalent putrescine after the DFMO/APCHA treatment. In this case, we observed no recovery of the microtubule extensions (Supplemental Figure S3). In both polyamine-depleted and
putrescine-supplemented cells, large actin stress fibers at the cell
cortex can also be observed after inhibition of Rac1, a small Rho
GTPase that, when inactivated, leads to the appearance of actin
stress fibers at the cell cortex (Tapon and Hall, 1997; Ray et al., 2003).
However, they are not seen after the inhibition of Rho-associated
kinase, which leads to Rac1 activation (Supplemental Figure S1B),
even in polyamine-depleted cells. This indicates that Rac1 inactivation most probably induces the appearance of actin stress fibers at
Volume 24 May 15, 2013

the cell cortex in polyamine-depleted cells (McCormack et al., 1999;
Ray et al., 2003). When cycloheximide was added to block de novo
protein synthesis simultaneously with putrescine to replenish the
polyamine pool in polyamine-depleted cells, we noticed a significant regrowth of microtubules from the centrosome (Supplemental
Figure S3), so that protein synthesis by polyamines cannot alone account for microtubule regrowth.

Polyamines and gap junction communications
The overall effect of polyamines on the epithelial cell cytoskeleton
raised interesting issues regarding the consequences for intercellular interactions. After DFMO/APCHA treatment, fewer gap junction
plaques were observed compared with control cells (Figure 2A). We
may then assume that polyamines favor the formation of gap junction plaques. However, in apparent contradiction with this assumption, agmatine treatment, although leading also to polyamine
Polyamine and cell/cell interactions
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found that agmatine-treated cells can indeed efficiently communicate via gap junctions. Given that DFMO/APCHA-treated
cells also displayed long-range dye transfer
compared with oleamide-treated cells
(Figure 2C and Supplemental Figure S4),
polyamine depletion is thus not associated
with an impairment of gap junction communications. However, the large size of gap
junction plaques of agmatine-treated cells
may reflect impaired maintenance.

Impaired microtubule dynamics
and maintenance of gap junctions
in polyamine-depleted cells
To investigate whether polyamines regulate
gap junction organization through their action on microtubule dynamics, we first examined whether disruption of microtubules
per se (using nocodazole) could lead to
mislocated gap junctions in control or
DFMO/APCHA-treated cells. We found after nocodazole treatment (5 μM for the last
24 h) the presence of abundant connexinrich vesicles in the cytosol of both cells, in
agreement with impaired transport (Supplemental Figure S5A). In both polyaminesupplemented and depleted cells, after
Taxol treatment (100 nM for the last 24 h),
which abolishes microtubule dynamics, the
presence of connexin was observed at the
cell/cell interface, but large gap junction
plaques tended to disappear as if microtubule dynamics allowed the higher-order
FIGURE 2: Gap junction communications in polyamine-depleted cells. (A) NRK cells were
assembly of gap junction proteins. In agmalabeled with anti-tubulin and anti-Cx43 antibodies after the indicated treatments for 6 d. As
shown in higher-magnification images, compared with control cells, DFMO/APCHA-treated cells tine-treated cells (Figure 2A), we hypothesized that the observed thick gap junction
displayed small gap junction plaques, whereas agmatine-treated cells formed thick gap junction
plaques. Incubation with 60 μM putrescine (Pu) for the last day allowed the recovery of smaller
plaques may result from an impaired microgap junction plaques in agmatine-treated cells and thicker plaques in DFMO/APCHA-treated
tubule-related transport of connexins. To
cells. Scale bar, 15 μm. Statistical analysis of the area of gap junction plaques was performed
explore this idea, we disrupted gap juncusing ImageJ software. Scatter plots show results obtained on n plaques. *p < 0.05 by t test
tion plaques by the reversible inhibitor
over the null hypothesis that the two population means are equal. n.s., not significant.
oleamide (50 μM; Guan et al., 1997) and
(B) Western blotting indicates that agmatine increased the expression level of Cx43. DFMO/
observed their reformation 90 min after its
APCHA treatment did not change the Cx43 expression level. GAPDH was used as a loading
removal (Figure 3, A and B). Connexin
control. (C) The transfer of Lucifer yellow, a small hydrophilic dye, from cell to cell was observed
aggregates were reformed in agmatineafter indicated treatments using the scrape-loading procedure. Long-range dye transfer via gap
junction communications was detected in both agmatine- and DFMO/APCHA-treated cells, even treated cells, but most of them were
not located at the cell/cell interface but
though slightly reduced after the latter treatment. As control, 50 μM of the gap junction
inhibitor oleamide for 2 h strongly inhibited gap junction communication and, in this case, only
instead in the bulk cytoplasm, in contrast
cells at the vicinity of the wound appeared bright (arrow). Scale bar, 80 μm. Statistical analysis of with putrescine-supplemented cells, which
dye diffusion through gap junctions was performed as described in Supplemental Figure S4.
displayed a proper location of small gap
Results are mean ± SD obtained on five different areas. **p < 0.005; *p < 0.05 by t test.
junction plaques (Figure 3B and Supplemental Figure S5B). The poor reformation
depletion, induced the formation of larger gap junction plaques at
of gap junction plaques in agmatine-treated cells may then result
the cell/cell interface than in control cells (Figure 2A). This is further
from an impairment of microtubule function. In agreement with
confirmed by Western blotting, where agmatine but not DFMO/
this, microtubule disruption by nocodazole after oleamide removal
APCHA treatment indeed led to an overexpression of Cx43, this
similarly led to mislocated connexin-rich vesicles in the bulk cytopattern being reversed by putrescine supplementation (Figure 2B).
plasm of agmatine-treated cells that were supplemented with
A closer look at the gap junctions formed in the presence of agmaputrescine, as observed with agmatine-treated cells in the absence
tine revealed particularly thick plaques, raising doubts about
of nocodazole.
whether such gap junction plaques were functional. To answer this
These results prompted us to further investigate the role of
question, we performed scrape-loading assays (el-Fouly et al., 1987)
polyamines on the elongation rate of dynamical microtubule plus
to probe the transfer of LY dye between cells via gap junctions and
ends. Videomicroscopy of EB1 revealed that the elongation rate of
1532 | B. Desforges et al.
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FIGURE 3: Microtubules are necessary for the proper assembly of gap junction plaques after putrescine
supplementation in polyamine-depleted cells. (A) Gap junctions of agmatine-treated cells, supplemented or not with
putrescine, were disrupted using 50 μM oleamide for 2 h, and their reassembly was observed after its removal for
90 min. NRK cells were then labeled with anti-tubulin (green) and anti-Cx43 (red). Agmatine-treated cells displayed
many connexin aggregates in the cytoplasm after oleamide washout (arrow). In contrast, proper location of the newly
reformed small gap junction plaques was observed in putrescine-supplemented cells. Microtubule disruption by 5 μM
nocodazole during the recovery period inhibited the reformation of gap junctions at the cell/cell interface even after
putrescine treatment (see improper cytoplasmic location indicated by arrows). Scale bar, 15 μm. (B) Statistical
measurement of the ratio of gap junction plaque area located at the interface to that in the cytoplasm. Results are mean
± SD from 100 plaques on three different samples. *p < 0.05 by t test. n.s., not significant (see Supplemental Figure S5B
for an example showing how this ratio was estimated). No difference in this ratio was observed between agmatinetreated cells and putrescine-supplemented cells (t test not significant) before the treatment with oleamide.

microtubules and the number of dynamical plus ends at the cell
cortex were considerably reduced as a result of polyamine depletion after both DFMO/APCHA and agmatine treatments (Figure 4, A
and B, and Supplemental Videos S1–S3). Again, polyamine-depleted cells could recover dynamical microtubules at the cell cortex
after putrescine supplementation. A similar pattern was obtained
after staining of endogenous EB1. Some of the microtubule ends
appeared to directly target gap junction plaques, whereas very few
dynamical microtubules appeared to be in close proximity to gap
junction plaques in polyamine-depleted cells (Figure 4C).

Intercellular interactions between control and
polyamine-depleted cells trigger a switch from quiescence
to proliferation
To probe whether polyamines can transmit a signal to control proliferation, we considered the putative interaction of polyamine-depleted NRK cells with overlaid control NRK cells, that is, polyaminerich proliferating cells in coculture assays (see Materials and
Methods). As a prerequisite, we performed a series of control experiments, with the following results. 1) In the absence of overlaid
control cells, DFMO/APCHA-treated cells after 6 d were unable to
resume proliferation after DFMO and APCHA removal, provided
that the culture medium was not supplemented with putrescine; 2)
polyamine levels remained low in the DFMO/APCHA-treated cells
under such conditions (Table 1); 3) extracellular putrescine, however,
allowed them to resume proliferation (Figure 5A), indicating that
Volume 24 May 15, 2013

they were not irreversibly arrested; 4) finally, we tested whether agmatine-treated cells remained quiescent after agmatine washout
and observed that they could reenter the cell cycle even if this occurred with a significant delay, probably because agmatine does not
directly target ODC but instead activates antizyme (Satriano et al.,
1998).
From these observations, we therefore chose to use the DFMO/
APCHA-treated cells for coculture experiments (Figure 5B). When
control cells were overlaid on subconfluent DFMO/APCHA-treated
cells, a significant number of the previously polyamine-depleted
cells became bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) positive after 36 h (Figure
5C). Regrowth was also clearly observed after 4 d, thus allowing
multiple divisions (Supplemental Figure S6). Clusters of polyaminedepleted cells free of overlaid control cells did not resume proliferation (Supplemental Figure S7A). Because we also detected the presence of gap junctions at the interface between polyamine-depleted
and control cells (Supplemental Figure S7B), we then explored the
involvement of gap junction communications in the regrowth of
polyamine-depleted cells using oleamide. In the same cell cluster,
the inhibition of gap junction communications by oleamide (50 μM)
reduced BrdU incorporation and proliferation of DFMO/APCHAtreated cells but not that of control cells (Figure 5, B and C,
and Supplemental Figure S6). Because oleamide by itself does not
inhibit the regrowth of polyamine-depleted cells after putrescine
supplementation (Figure 5A), the blockage of gap junction communications by oleamide was probably responsible for the partial
Polyamine and cell/cell interactions
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FIGURE 4: Dynamical microtubule plus ends target gap junction plaques in putrescine-supplemented cells, in contrast
with polyamine-depleted cells. (A) Microtubule dynamics was revealed in transfected NRK cells using GFP-EB1 via
differential images obtained by subtracting two consecutive images in a time-lapse series (first image, black microtubule
plus ends [see insets]; second image after 8 s, white microtubule plus ends). Stable microtubules were then invisible,
whereas microtubule dynamics (elongation or shrinkage) led to the appearance of black (initial position) and white (final
position) dots. The results show that many more dynamical microtubules were detected at the cell cortex in control and
putrescine-supplemented cells than in polyamine-depleted cells. Scale bar, 15 μm. See also Supplemental Videos S1–S3.
(B) Quantitative measurements of microtubule elongation rates in transfected NRK cells determined by analyzing
time-lapse videos of GFP-EB1. The elongation rates were significantly slower in the absence of intracellular polyamines
than in control or putrescine-supplemented cells. Results are mean ± SD. **p < 0.005 by t test. n.s., not significant.
(C) NRK cells labeled with anti-EB1 (green) and anti-Cx43 (red) were treated as indicated for 6 d. As shown in highermagnification images, polyamine-depleted cells displayed only few dynamical microtubule plus ends at the cell
periphery, which were not in the vicinity of gap junction plaques, whereas in control and putrescine-supplemented cells
(60 μM for the last day), many more microtubule plus ends were observed, and some of them were in close proximity to
gap junction plaques (arrows).

inhibition of polyamine-depleted cell proliferation after the interaction with control cells. Another point that we explored is whether
polyamine-depleted cells can resume growth after interacting with
control cells by de novo intracellular polyamine production and (or)
their transit from control cells. To distinguish between these two options, we kept DFMO in the culture medium after the overlay of
control cells to prevent polyamine synthesis (Figure 5C). Because
control cells treated with DFMO generally continue dividing for at
least 2 d in vitro (Nishimura et al., 2002), they have enough
polyamines to trigger cell division of polyamine-depleted cells, and,
indeed, we observed that the regrowth of polyamine-depleted cells
1534 | B. Desforges et al.

was again detected (Figure 5C), although DFMO reduced the proportion of BrdU-positive cells of DFMO/APCHA-treated cells.

Polyamine-depleted NRK cells display impaired stress
granule assembly upon arsenite exposure
We then explored the potential consequence of polyamine sharing
among gap junction–connected cells in the translational response
to stress mediated by stress granules, as their assembly is polyamine
dependent (Li et al., 2010). To confirm this dependence, we analyzed whether polyamine-depleted cells were able to form mRNA
stress granules after arsenite-induced stress. In NRK cells, both
Molecular Biology of the Cell

FIGURE 5: DFMO/APCHA-treated cells resume growing after interacting with control cells. (A) Phase contrast
microscopy indicates that NRK cells treated with DFMO/APCHA for 6 d did not resume growing even if DFMO and
APCHA were removed for 48 h. The addition of putrescine (60 μM) during 48 h after the DFMO and APCHA removal
led to a significant proliferation. This was also observed in the presence of oleamide (50 μM). Scale bar, 100 μm.
(B) Control cells were overlaid on subconfluent NRK cells treated with DFMO/APCHA for 6 d and allowed to interact for
36 h in the absence of DFMO and APCHA and under indicated conditions. Control cells were stained blue with CMAC,
and DFMO/APCHA-treated cells were stained green with CFMDA. The incorporation of BrdU in the nucleus after BrdU
exposure for the last 6 h was detected with anti-BrdU (red). BrdU-positive cells appeared with a pink nucleus for control
cells and a yellow nucleus for previously DFMO/APCHA-treated cells. The presence of control cells increased the ratio
of BrdU-positive cells among DFMO/APCHA-treated cells. In the presence of oleamide, DFMO/APCHA-treated cells
displayed fewer yellow nuclei, in contrast with control cells, which displayed many pink nuclei. Scale bar, 15 μm.
(C) Statistical measurement of BrdU incorporation after cells were allowed to interact under indicated conditions in the
presence or absence of DFMO to inhibit polyamine synthesis. The presence of DFMO reduced cell proliferation in
DFMO/APCHA-treated cells when interacting with control cells, but the increase of the ratio of BrdU-positive cells
among DFMO/APCHA-treated cells remained significant. Results are mean ± SD from 400 cells on three different
samples. **p < 0.005, *p < 0.05 by t test.

DFMO/APCHA and agmatine treatments led to the unambiguous
inhibition of stress granule assembly after induction of stress by a
45-min exposure to 0.5 mM arsenite (Figure 6A), which is in agreement with a previous report (Li et al., 2010). In addition, we observed that restoration of polyamine pool by putrescine supplementation of polyamine-depleted NRK cells was associated with a
Volume 24 May 15, 2013

restored ability to form stress granules under arsenite exposure
(Figure 6A). To examine the role of intercellular exchange, we then
proceeded to the same coculture assays as before with control cells
overlaid on DFMO/APCHA-treated cells in the absence of extracellular polyamines. The results (Figure 6B) showed that the
arsenite-induced formation of stress granules took place in
Polyamine and cell/cell interactions
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FIGURE 6: Intercellular interactions control the formation of stress granules. (A) NRK cells were exposed to 0.5 mM
arsenite for 45 min after indicated treatments for 6 d, and YB1 labeling was used to detect stress granules formed in the
cytoplasm. Agmatine or DFMO/APCHA treatment impaired the formation of stress granules, but this effect was
reversed in putrescine-supplemented cells (60 μM for 24 h). Cycloheximide (10 μg/ml for 1 h before and during arsenite
exposure), which stabilizes polysomes and thus inhibits stress granule formation, was used as control to indicate that we
truly observed stress granules in NRK cells. Scale bar, 10 μm. (B) Control cells were overlaid on subconfluent NRK cells
treated with DFMO/APCHA for 6 d and allowed to interact for 36 h in the absence of DFMO and APCHA and under
indicated conditions. DFMO/APCHA-treated cells were stained green with CFMDA. Stress granules were then detected
after arsenite exposure via YB1 labeling. DFMO/APCHA-treated cells retrieved their ability to form stress granules after
interacting with control cells. Within the same cluster, oleamide inhibited stress granule assembly in DFMO/APCHAtreated cells but not in control cells. Scale bar, 15 μm. (C) Statistical measurements of stress granule formation under the
same conditions as B. Results are mean ± SD from 400 cells on three different samples. **p < 0.005 by t test.

DFMO/APCHA-treated cells when interacting with control cells
(Figure 6, B and C). Of interest, in the presence of oleamide to block
gap junction communications, stress granule formation was impaired in DFMO/APCHA-treated but not in control cells
(Figure 6B).

Quiescent cells have low polyamine levels and cannot form
stress granules
Quiescent NRK cells were obtained by allowing them to reach confluence followed by a 9-d contact inhibition. To ascertain that the
1536 | B. Desforges et al.

cells were quiescent, we controlled their BrdU negativity, columnar
organization, and the presence of cilia. Polyamine content in these
cells was significantly reduced and similar to that observed after
DFMO/APCHA treatment (Table 1). Of interest, even if treated with
DFMO/APCHA or agmatine, quiescent cell polyamine content cannot be further decreased (Table 1). Owing to the low intracellular
concentration of polyamines in quiescent cells, we wondered
whether arsenite-induced stress granule formation could be observed in these conditions. Our results showed that the formation
of large stress granules was impaired, with only dot-like granules
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FIGURE 7: The formation of stress granules after arsenite exposure is impaired in quiescent cells but can be retrieved
after interacting with control but not polyamine-depleted cells. (A) Stress granule assembly was analyzed after arsenite
exposure (0.5 mM for 45 min) by anti-YB1 labeling in control, contact-inhibited quiescent cells and also in plated
quiescent cells for 8 and 36 h. Quiescent cells can recover their ability to form normal stress granules 36 h after plating.
Scale bar, 10 μm. (B) Quiescent cells were overlaid on subconfluent CFMDA-stained control or DFMO/APCHA-treated
cells and allowed to interact for 36 h under indicated conditions without DFMO and APCHA. Stress granule formation
was then observed after arsenite exposure. Quiescent cells do not form stress granules when overlaid on DFMO/
APCHA-treated cells, but they recovered normal stress granule assembly after interacting with control cells. Putrescine
supplementation (60 μM) allowed the recovery of stress granules in quiescent cells overlaid on DFMO/APCHA-treated
cells. (C) Statistical measurements of stress granule formation in quiescent cells treated as in B. Note that oleamide
allowed quiescent cells to form stress granules while interacting with polyamine-depleted cells. Scale bar, 15 μm. Results
are mean ± SD from 600 cells on three different samples. *p < 0.05 by t test. n.s., not significant.

appearing upon arsenite exposure (Figure 7A). When quiescent
cells were plated at low density (5 × 104 cells/cm2), they retained
their inability to form stress granules for 8 h after plating, compared
with control cells plated under similar conditions (Supplemental
Figure S8), but normal stress granules can be formed after 36 h
when putrescine was present in the culture medium (Figure 7A). We
may presume that quiescent cells replenished their polyamine
pools, allowing the formation of stress granules after arsenite
exposure.
Because DFMO/APCHA-treated cells can resume growth and
retrieve the ability to form stress granules after interacting with control cells (Figure 6), we hypothesized that the intercellular interactions between DFMO/APCHA-treated and quiescent cells may not
lead to the same outcome because quiescent cells have a low
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amount of polyamines (Table 1). To explore this idea, we overlaid
quiescent cells onto control or DFMO/APCHA-treated cells and
analyzed the formation of stress granules after 36 h (Figure 7, B and
C). The results showed that polyamine-poor quiescent cells, when
overlaid onto DFMO/APCHA-treated cells, cannot form granules
and are unable to induce the formation of stress granules in DFMO/
APCHA-treated cells but do form stress granules when overlaid on
control cells. Of interest, oleamide allowed the partial recovery of
stress granules in quiescent cells overlaid on DFMO/APCHA-treated
cells (Figure 7, B and C). Gap junctions, which were observed in
quiescent cells after plating (Supplemental Figure S9), could then
lead to the inhibition of stress granule assembly in overlaid quiescent cells, possibly via the transit of polyamines to DFMO/APCHAtreated cells.
Polyamine and cell/cell interactions
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FIGURE 8: Microtubule and gap junction organization during wound healing in agmatine- and DFMO/APCHA-treated
cells. (A) Monolayers of quiescent NRK cells were wounded using a surgical scalpel, and cells in the front rows or away
for the wound were observed 6 d after indicated treatments. NRK cells were labeled with anti-tubulin and anti-Cx43.
Agmatine and DFMO/APCHA treatments altered cell morphology in the front rows but were without effect on cells
located far from the wound. Scale bar, 20 μm. (B) Representative Western blot from three experiments indicating that
the Cx43 expression level is higher in subconfluent cells than in quiescent cells, which is in line with the low Cx43
staining observed in A in the quiescent state. GAPDH was used as a loading control. (C) Statistical measurements of the
mean spacing between cells in the front rows revealed that cells were more compressed with agmatine than in control
cells, in contrast with DFMO/APCHA treatment, which led to a larger spacing between cells. Results are mean ± SD
from 500 cells on five different samples. *p < 0.05 by t test. n.s., not significant.

Wound healing results in an inhomogeneous distribution of
stress granules in epithelia exposed to oxidative stress
Given that gap junction plaques are formed in the wounded zone
(Spanakis et al., 1998; Desforges et al., 2011) and that migration of
polyamine-depleted cells after DFMO treatment is generally impaired, with the inactivation of Rac1 as a possible explanation for
this effect (Ray et al., 2003), we explored whether there is a relationship between the variation in polyamine content between quiescent
and proliferating cells and the variation in the occurrence of gap
junctions in these cells during wound healing. In NRK cells, we observed that confluent quiescent cells did not display gap junction
plaques (Figure 8A, right) and the expression of Cx43 was lower
than in subconfluent cells (Figure 8B); quantification over three samples indicates that Cx43 expression after glyceraldehyde-3-phos1538 | B. Desforges et al.

phate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) normalization is reduced about
three times (35 ± 10% compared with proliferating cells). In contrast,
proliferating cells present in the front rows of migrating cells 6 d after the wound were densely gap junction–connected under control
conditions. Similar results were obtained whether or not polyamines
were present in the culture medium, which means that cells in the
front rows were able to synthesize polyamines to promote their
growth. When wound healing was performed on cells pretreated for
6 d with DFMO/APCHA, we observed a significant cell migration
the first 3 d after the wound, as expected, since cells are able to divide the first days after DFMO/APCHA treatment (Nishimura et al.,
2005) and to migrate if DFMO is added during wounding
(McCormack et al., 1992), but both migration and proliferation were
significantly reduced after 6 d. We also noticed that cells in the front
Molecular Biology of the Cell

FIGURE 9: Wound healing leads to an inhomogeneous distribution of stress granules in epithelia after arsenite
exposure. (A) Monolayers of quiescent NRK cells were wounded using a surgical scalpel, and cells from the leading edge
to >1 mm from the wound were observed 6 d after indicated treatments. Cells were then exposed to 0.5 mM arsenite
for 45 min to induce stress granule formation. Stress granules were detected with YB1 labeling. Cells located in the front
rows, in both control and after putrescine supplementation, displayed large stress granules, whereas after both
agmatine or DFMO/APCHA treatment, the formation of stress granules was impaired, with many small granules. Zooms
represent cells located ∼1 mm away the leading edge (rear) or in the front rows. Note that agmatine-treated cells were
more compacted in the front rows, most probably due to the presence of many gap junctions. Scale bars, 30 μm, and 10
μm for zoom. (B) Far from the wound (>5 mm), the stress granules were smaller and less marked whatever the
treatment, which may be linked to their quiescent state. Scale bar, 10 μm. (C) Statistical analysis of stress granule size
after arsenite exposure in the front rows and away from the wound under indicated conditions. As noted earlier, stress
granules were larger in the front rows than ∼1 mm from the wound (rear), and polyamine depletion reduced stress
granule size in the front rows. Results are mean ± SD from 800 granules. *p < 0.05 by t test. n.s., not significant.

rows spread on a larger area and displayed fewer gap junction
plaques than control cells, a typical phenotype of subconfluent
DFMO/APCHA-treated cells (Figure 8A). On the other hand, agmatine treatment led to the appearance of numerous gap junctions in
the front rows, even more than in control cells. Furthermore, the cell
morphology differs from that of subconfluent agmatine-treated cells
(Supplemental Figure S1A), as no cell spreading was observed, but
instead cells were even more compact in the front rows compared
with control conditions (Figures 8C and 9A), which should be correlated with the presence of numerous gap junctions restraining cell
migration (Qiu et al., 2003). We then observed the formation of stress
granules after arsenite treatment 6 d after wounding. The presence
of stress granules was analyzed on sequential images at high resolution from the leading edge to >1 mm from the wound (Figure 9A). In
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control cells, large stress granules appear in the leading edge,
whereas far from the wound, stress granule assembly was impaired,
with many dot-like granules (Figure 9, B and C). In DFMO/APCHAtreated cells, stress granule assembly was impaired in the front rows
but could be recovered by putrescine supplementation, which indicates that polyamine replenishment is necessary in the front rows for
stress granule assembly. In agmatine-treated cells, we again observed densely packed cells in the front rows, but the formation of
stress granules was also inhibited compared with control and restored by putrescine. A normal phenotype for agmatine-treated cells
regarding cell density and stress granule formation can be restored
by supplementation with putrescine. Taken together, these results
indicate that an inhomogeneous distribution of polyamines appears
during wound healing that parallels cell proliferation in the front rows
Polyamine and cell/cell interactions
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but also induces a differential translational response to oxidative
stress from columnar quiescent cells in the epithelia.

DISCUSSION
A link between polyamines, the epithelial cell cytoskeleton,
and gap junction communication
As a general rule, architecture plays a key role in promoting or preventing communication among individuals, and the spatial organization of mammalian cells, coordinated by the actin and microtubule networks, also needs to set the proper intercellular interactions
with adjacent cells. In epithelial cells, which are under focus in the
present study, cell architecture varies between quiescent and proliferative states. Quiescent epithelial cells generally display a typical
columnar architecture, with stable microtubule bundles oriented
along the basal apical axis (Bacallao et al., 1989), whereas proliferating cells display centrosomal microtubules whose highly dynamical
plus ends reach the cell periphery (Musch, 2004). In addition, and
without reported correlation, a prerequisite to trigger cell proliferation is the presence of polyamines in sufficient amount (Heby, 1981;
Kramer et al., 2001). Quiescent epithelial cells have a significantly
lower content of polyamines than do proliferating cells (Table 1) due
to both the inhibition of polyamine synthesis and reduced polyamine
uptake. In light of these facts, we may hypothesize that an increase
in intracellular polyamine levels may enable the reorganization of
the cytoskeleton when cells switch from quiescence to proliferation.
Clues for such a possible relationship come from early reports showing that intracellular polyamine depletion leads to an impairment of
cell migration, which could be attributed to the reorganization of
the actin filament at the cell cortex via Rac1 inactivation (Ray et al.,
2003). The presence of thick actin fibers at the cell cortex acts as a
barrier that tends to prevent migration and intercellular interaction.
In addition, dynamical microtubules are less likely to cross this barrier in order to participate in the migration process and establish
communications with adjacent cells. This pattern is reinforced by
polyamine depletion, as it can impair microtubule assembly by decreasing the rate of incoming tubulin dimers at microtubule plus
ends via facilitated diffusion (Mechulam et al., 2009). Indeed, putrescine supplementation of polyamine-depleted cells increases microtubule elongation rates and the number of dynamical microtubule ends at the cell cortex (Figure 4). Although many parameters
come into play to account for this architectural reorganization, transcription of growth-associated genes (Celano et al., 1989), Rac1 activation, and microtubule regrowth make major contributions. The
presence of dynamical microtubules at the cell cortex may then allow the transport of connexin proteins to the correct membrane location as EB1 targets gap junction plaques at the cell membrane
(Shaw et al., 2007), and a microtubule-binding domain has been
identified in Cx43 (Giepmans et al., 2001; Saidi Brikci-Nigassa et al.,
2012). This is supported, for example, by the observation that NRK
cells treated with DFMO/APCHA displayed limited gap junction
plaques at the cell/cell interface, whereas large gap junctions reappeared after putrescine supplementation, along with more intense
Golgi trafficking (Figure 2); a similar pattern was observed for overlaid, polyamine-poor, quiescent cells after putrescine supplementation (Supplemental Figure S9). In addition to their beneficial effect
on microtubule dynamics, polyamines may also increase Cx43 expression (Shore et al., 2001). However, we found that agmatine
treatment leads to Cx43 overexpression with long-range gap junction communication (Figure 2). Therefore the expression of Cx43
seems to depend on the means used to block natural polyamine
synthesis. In the case of agmatine, it may mimic the high extracellular putrescine concentration used to obtain an overexpression of
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Cx43 (Shore et al., 2001). The abnormally thick gap junction plaques
observed in agmatine-treated cells most probably results from both
Cx43 overexpression and the limited number of dynamical microtubule ends in polyamine-depleted cells (Figure 3), possibly through
an inefficient withdrawal of nonfunctional Cx43 from existing gap
junction plaques. Putrescine supplementation after agmatine treatment indeed allows the growth of dynamical microtubules and the
recovery of normal gap junction plaques (Figures 2 and 4C).

Polyamines coordinate the cell response to stress
in epithelial cells
Quiescent cells are less sensitive than cycling cells to many stresses
such as oxidative stress (Lee et al., 1996; Naderi et al., 2003) and
osmotic stress (Zhang et al., 2002) partly because mRNA- and DNAassociated machinery works at slower rates than in proliferating
cells. As a consequence, and some specific functions excepted, quiescent cells may not take advantage of communicating with proliferating cells, which are likely to spread toxic compounds (Lin et al.,
1998). On the other hand, cycling cells connected via gap junctions
can propagate a death signal but can also mediate a coordinated
response to stress, which may lead to a more positive outcome. For
example, if all connected cells adopt the same appropriate strategy
after oxidative stress, such as increased glutathione biosynthesis, a
collective response would prevent a few cells to adopt the wrong
defense strategy, which would spread toxic compound to adjacent
cells and endanger all connected cells. To document such collective
behavior, we analyzed the stress-induced reprogramming of the
mRNA-associated machineries via stress granule formation
(Kedersha et al., 2005), which postpones the translation of housekeeping proteins while allowing that of stress-survival proteins like
heat shock proteins. The point is that polyamines strongly influence
the formation of stress granules (Li et al., 2010), and stress granule
assembly in polyamine-depleted NRK cells is impaired (Figure 6). By
their action on stress granules, polyamines thus modulate the translational response among connected cells. In line with this, polyaminedepleted cells interacting with control cells recover the ability to
form stress granules upon arsenite exposure, and such recovery is
inhibited by blocking gap junction communications (Figure 6). More
generally, polyamine-mediated interactions tend to maintain a coordinated response to stress among gap junction–connected cells
(Figures 6 and 7), which is most probably linked to the similar proliferative status among connected cells. An interesting consequence
is the inhomogeneous response to stress during wound healing
(Figure 9). Proliferating cells in the front rows are polyamine rich,
display dynamical microtubules and gap junction plaques at the cell
cortex, and form stress granules, whereas those away from the
wound are quiescent, polyamine poor, display no gap junction
plaques, and do not from stress granules (Figure 8). The interaction
of quiescent cells away from the wound with proliferating cells in the
front rows thus does not inhibit stress granule assembly via passive
diffusion of polyamines from proliferating polyamine-rich to
polyamine-poor quiescent cells, most probably because quiescent
NRK cells do not communicate via gap junctions.

Intercellular interaction mediated by polyamines and
potential applications to control of cell proliferation in vivo
The control of cell proliferation in epithelia is a complex mechanism
involving intracellular, intercellular, and many paracrine signals, such
as growth factors (transforming growth factor [TGF], epidermal growth
factor; Mendley and Toback, 1989; Gnecchi et al., 2008). We propose
that polyamines may contribute to growth control. Indeed when subconfluent NRK cells were treated with DFMO/APCHA for days, they
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could no longer grow, even when DFMO and APCHA were washed
out. To resume proliferation in the absence of extracellular polyamines,
they need to interact with polyamine-rich control cells (Figure 5B). To
explain this phenomenon, two hypotheses can be advanced: a transit
of polyamines takes place from control to polyamine-depleted cells
via gap junctions, and (or) control cells stimulate polyamine synthesis
in polyamine-depleted cells. In line with the former hypothesis, the
inhibition of gap junction communications significantly reduced the
regrowth of polyamine-depleted cells interacting with control cells. In
addition, the regrowth of polyamine-depleted cells is reduced but
not stopped when polyamine synthesis is inhibited by DFMO during
the interaction with control cells. However, polyamines transiting from
control to polyamine-depleted cells may also trigger synthesis of
polyamines in previously polyamine-depleted cells, leading to amplification of the polyamine-mediated signal, as observed in the absence of DFMO (Figure 5, B and C).
This polyamine-mediated intercellular signaling can provide further insight into in vivo processes. Here are some examples. 1) Nonproliferating liver cells display gap junctions and have a horizontal
array of microtubules, in contrast with the vertical microtubule bundles in quiescent columnar NRK cells. During liver regeneration, a
cyclical phase of gap junction disappearance and reappearance is
generally observed. The disappearance coincides with DNA synthesis and is associated with a functional segregation of the replicating
cells with adjacent cells (Dermietzel et al., 1987). In this system, cells
that resume cycling may have to block the passive diffusion of newly
synthesized polyamines in adjacent, quiescent cells in order to increase their polyamine levels. 2) Polyamine-mediated gap junction
communications can control growth in few connected cells, whereas
other cells in close proximity can remain quiescent if they do not
interact with them via gap junctions. Such localized control of growth
could hardly be accomplished by diffusion of growth factors like
TGF, which spread away from adjacent cells. 3) Because cancer cells
generally display impaired gap junction communications (Yamasaki
and Naus, 1996), the interaction between cancer and normal cells
mediated by polyamines and its putative influence on cancer invasiveness deserve to be considered. In particular, because cancer
cells have higher polyamine levels than normal cells, the loss of gap
junction communication in cancer cells may prevent the transit of
their polyamines to normal cells, allowing them to keep a high
polyamine concentration and their high proliferation rate.

indicated treatment were incubated with 5 μM green 5-chloro
methylfluorescein diacetate (CFMDA) or blue 7-amino-4-chloro
methylcoumarin (CMAC) cell tracker, respectively (Molecular
Probes, Eugene, OR) in serum-free DMEM for 20 min and washed
extensively in PBS. When specified, NRK cells were trypsinized and
overlaid on subconfluent DFMO/APCHA-treated or control cells
(50,000 cells/cm2) and then allowed to interact.

Scrape-loading experiments
Confluent but non–contact-inhibited NRK cells grown under specified treatments were rinsed twice in PBS. Lucifer yellow (LY), 30 μM
(Sigma-Aldrich), a fluorescent dye used to evidence gap junction
permeability, was then added to the PBS buffer. To load LY in cells,
cells were scrapped using a surgical blade. After 4 min of incubation
(required for the transfer of LY from cell to cell), the cells were washed
twice with PBS, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 10 min,
and mounted for fluorescence microscopy.

Wound-healing assay
NRK cells were grown to confluence and allowed to form monolayers of quiescent cells for 9 d. After scraping of the cell monolayers
from one-half of the culture dishes (9.6 cm2) using a surgical blade,
the process of wound healing was allowed to take place for 6 d under indicated conditions.

Immunoblotting
Cells were lysed in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 0.1%
(vol/vol) Triton X-100, 1 mM EDTA, and protease inhibitor cocktail
(Roche, Indianapolis, IN). Lysates were centrifuged at 14,000 × g for
15 min at 4°C, and supernatants were collected. Proteins were separated on 12% SDS–PAGE gels and transferred onto a nitrocellulose
membrane (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). The membranes were
blocked in 5% (wt/vol) nonfat dried milk/PBS for 30 min at room
temperature and incubated for 1 h at room temperature with primary antibodies (anti-Cx43; 1:2000 dilution; Abcam, Cambridge,
MA) and anti-GAPDH used as a protein loading control (1:5000;
Abcam). Bound antibodies were detected and quantified with an
Odyssey imaging system (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE) using
anti-rabbit IRDye 800 or anti-mouse IRDye 680 secondary antibodies (1:5000 dilution; Odyssey; LI-COR Biosciences).

Immunofluorescence
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture
NRK-52E cells (American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA)
were grown in plastic dishes and maintained in DMEM supplemented with 5% (vol/vol) dialyzed fetal bovine serum (to remove
exogenous polyamines), 2 mM l-glutamine, and 1% antibiotics
(penicillin and streptomycin) in humidified 5% CO2 atmosphere at
37°C. To deplete polyamines, cells were incubated for 6 d in the
presence of a combination of 0.5 mM DFMO (Sigma-Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO) and 100 μM APCHA (Alexis Biochemicals, San Diego,
CA) or in the presence of 0.5 mM agmatine (Sigma-Aldrich). To analyze the effect of polyamine supplementation, polyamine-depleted
cells were washed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and incubated
in the presence of 60 μM putrescine for the indicated times. To inhibit serum polyamine oxidase, 1 mM aminoguanidine was added
to the culture medium.

Coculture assays
To distinguish between different cell populations, NRK cells were
labeled with vital fluorescent dyes as follows: NRK cells after
Volume 24 May 15, 2013

After indicated treatments, NRK cells growing in plastic dishes were
washed with PBS and fixed with 4% PFA in PBS for 15 min at 37°C.
Cells were permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100 for 15 min and
then washed and incubated for 1 h in blocking solution (50 mM TrisHCl, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% [vol/vol] Triton X-100, 2% bovine serum
albumin, pH 7.5) with a rabbit anti–YB-1 polyclonal antibody (produced as described in Davydova et al., 1997), a mouse monoclonal
anti-tubulin antibody (clone tub 2.1, 1:5000), a rabbit anti-Cx43
(1:1000; Abcam), or a mouse anti-EB1 (1:1000; BD Biosciences, San
Diego, CA). Cells were washed extensively in PBS and incubated for
2 h with secondary antibodies (Alexa Fluor 488 and Alexa Fluor 555,
1:2500 dilution, or rhodamine-labeled phalloidin, 1:1000 [Molecular
Probes]) in blocking solution. After final washes with PBS, cell grown
on plastic were covered with glass coverslips to proceed for fluorescence microscopy. For the statistics, the mean granule area was
measured using ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda,
MD) software over at least 800 granules from at least 10 different
representative cells. Because stress granules are not round, the apparent radii were not considered. Spacing between cells was estimated by locating the nucleus center of mass and measuring at
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least 500 separating distances between nearest neighbors with the
ImageJ software.

BrdU immunofluorescence
BrdU (60 μM) was added to the buffer for the last 6 h of the indicated treatments. NRK cells were then fixed with cold methanol for
10 min (−20°C), rinsed twice with PBS, and fixed again with 4% PFA
for 15 min at room temperature. After two PBS washes, cells were
permeabilized with 0.5% (vol/vol) Triton X-100 in PBS for 1 h, denatured in 2 N HCl for 20 min, rinsed twice in PBS, and incubated
overnight with goat anti-BrdU (Abcam) in blocking solution. Cells
were rinsed in PBS, incubated for 2 h with secondary antibodies,
and rinsed in PBS. Finally, cells were prepared for fluorescence
microscopy.

Intracellular polyamine quantification
Polyamine levels were quantified according to a modification of
the method of Loukou and Zotou (2003) by dansyl derivatization
and ion-paired reverse-phase high-pressure liquid chromatography using fluorometric detection. In brief, samples (3 mg/ml protein from NRK cell extracts) were centrifuged at 3000 × g for 5 min.
Then 25 μl of supernatants was homogenized with borate buffer
(0.4 M, pH 9, 2 ml) and incubated for 90 min at 100°C in the dark
with 0.5 ml of dansyl chloride (5 mg/ml in acetone). Dansyl derivatives were purified by solid-phase extraction (Bond Elut Certify
cartridge; Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). The organic
phase was collected and evaporated, and the dansyl derivatives
were resuspended in 1 ml of the initial mobile phase. The separation of dansyl-putrescine, dansyl-spermidine, and dansyl-spermine
was performed on a C18 Luna column (length 25 cm, particle diameter 5 μm; Phenomenex, Torrance, CA) using an acetonitrile/
water gradient on a Dionex system (Thermo Scientific, Waltham,
MA) for fluorometric detection. Polyamine concentrations were estimated by the internal standard method (standard: hexane diamine). In parallel, a 10-μl aliquot of the cell suspension was used
to quantify by hemacytometry the number of cells analyzed by
chromatography. This allowed us to express the results as femtomoles per cell. The reported values are averages of three different
samples for each condition. The error represents the SD from the
mean.

Videomicroscopy of microtubule dynamics
NRK cells were transiently transfected with a green fluorescent protein (GFP)–EB1 eukaryotic expression vector and then cultured for
24 h before real-time monitoring of microtubule dynamics. Fluorescence videomicroscopy was implemented on an inverted microscope (Axiovert 220; Carl Zeiss MicroImaging, Jena, Germany). GFP
emission was detected with a 63×/1.4 numerical aperture objective.
Time-lapse images were captured at 4-s intervals using a Zeiss cooled
charge-coupled device camera. To measure microtubule elongation
rates, the distances covered by microtubule ends were measured by
analyzing sequential images with the ImageJ software. Ambiguous
trajectories were discarded. See Supplemental Videos S1–S3.
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